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INTRODUCTION . 1

Strategies of Judicial Review:
Exercising judicial discretion in administrative cases
involving business entities
■ The research asks: 1) to what extent the

■ Results show only occasional references to the

administrative courts in Poland have made the

doctrine that states that in the event of doubt,

transition from the traditional approach, whereby

judge on the side of the freedom or admissibility

judges are considered the mouths of the law, to

of activity. References to this value make up only

a more contemporary approach according to

2% of all references. The failure of courts to refer

which Judges rule on the basis of general

to “external” principles could mean that

standards. 2) It attempts to identify the obstacles

administrative actions and judgments confirming

the administrative courts encounter when moving

their validity are unduly severe in their

from the traditional model and embracing more

consequences for business.

fully a more acceptable contemporary approach.
3) What would be the effect on business activity

■ There should be a transition – as a result of EU

in Poland if judicial practice law were to remain

membership as well as other factors, such as

locked into an outdated mode of adjudication?

government policy – towards a more
contemporary approach. This requires, in the

■ The Social and legal environment of judicial

main, removing obstacles in the training of

discretion in Poland are discussed, including the

judges and lawyers. Only if a uniform

changes as a result of the 1997 constitution and

methodology of referring to extra-textual

the accession of Poland to the EU in 2004 (with

methods and methods for defining constitutional

the implication that judges should give priority to

and Community standards further are developed,

EU over domestic law).

will it be possible to ensure that decisions issued
by judges are uniform in this respect. There is

■ Practical research is presented, including an

analysis of approximately 800 judgments issued
by Polish administrative courts between 1999 and
2004. Half the judgments selected concern tax
matters; the other half concern decisions relevant
to business activities in other ways.

little indication that this transition will be effected
in the short term.
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2 . POLAND POLICY LAW

Poland: Judicial discretion in administrative
cases involving business entities
The project and its importance

whereby judges are considered the mouths of the
law, to a more contemporary approach according to

There are several reasons why we consider that

which judges rule on the basis of general standards.

research on this particular topic is of relevance. One is

The second question we pose is to identify the

that the decisions of administrative courts affect

obstacles the administrative courts encounter when

business and enterprise in Poland. Their decisions can

moving from the traditional model and embracing

help to create an environment in which business is

more fully a more acceptable contemporary

encouraged and protected, or alternatively discouraged.

approach. Our assumption here is that as a modern

The transformations of Central Europe since the late

constitutional system and a member of the European

1980’s have been fundamental to the economic order

Union, Poland needs to develop a judicial system that

as well as to the social and political one, the

is in step with prevailing European ideas of the role

underlying premise being that a well-functioning

of law and the courts. Given that objective, it is

business sector is necessary for stability and prosperity.

important to understand what has to be done to

Both the Constitution of Poland and the principles of

achieve it, and what hurdles have to be surmounted.

the EU endorse and reflect this premise. The realization

This brings us to the third question, which is: what

of a thriving business sector depends partly on the

would be the effect on business activity in Poland if

courts, and yet we know little about their role and its

judicial practice law were to remain locked into an

effects. A better understanding of that role is a first

outdated mode of adjudication.

step to evaluating it. Another reason is that, in a
modern European society, the courts, including

The particularities of administrative law

administrative courts, have an important part in the

Judicial discretion in the context of administrative law

development of principles that influence and shape not

has its own special features. The judicial function

just the law but the society itself. Instead of being

here is to review the actions of administrative bodies

Montesquieu’s mere functionaries, courts are now

to determine whether they have acted legally. The

expected to be engaged in the great issues of society,

question for the court often is whether the

not as rivals to the political process, but in shaping the

administrative body has exercised its powers and

structure within which the political and administrative

discretions according to both positive law and

process takes place. This report sets out the results of

general principles. So the judicial function, itself

a research project the object of which was to examine

discretionary, involves reviewing the way

how the administrative courts in Poland exercise

administrators have exercised their powers and

discretionary powers in deciding cases that relate to

discretion, to ensure that general principles have

business activity.

been properly taken into account.

1

In undertaking research, we have asked three

In our research we focus on judicial decisions

main questions. The first and most important is to

reviewing administrative actions that concern tax and

what extent the administrative courts in Poland have

commercial law.

made the transition from the traditional approach,
1. The text sets out the results of the research carried out by the

Social and legal environment of judicial
discretion in Poland

authors thanks to the support provided by the Ernst & Young

The context within which the administrative courts in

"Sprawne panstwo" programme. The unabridged version of the

Poland exercise their discretion has three main

report is available on www.fljs.org and www.sprawnepanstwo.pI

features:
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POLAND POLICY LAW . 3

(i) the place of the administrative courts in the
Polish judicial system;

Method of approach and underlying
assumptions

(ii) the transition experienced by the Polish
economy and its society from the early 1990s;

The research involved an analysis of approximately

and

800 judgments issued by Polish administrative courts

(iii) changes in the legal environment brought about
by the new Polish Constitution adopted in 1997
and accession to the European Union in 2004.

between 1999 and 2004 and published in official
journals.
Half of the judgments selected concerned tax
matters; the other half concerned administrative

Changes in the legal environment: the new
Constitution and the EU accession
The new Constitution
The Constitution of 1997 put in place a high level of

decisions relevant to business activities in other ways
(e.g. cases concerning insurance and banking
institutions, judgments relating to cases significant to
investment, permit and license cases).

freedom and independence of the judiciary, subject
only to its duty to uphold the law and act within its
boundaries. Numerous guarantees of independence

References to specific groups of standards and
the nature of judicial practice

of judges are provided, both institutional and legal.

Judges relying heavily on standards internal to law

Judges have been granted the possibility of direct

(the literal application of statutes or regulations) are

application of constitutional provisions to particular

using the traditional model, while the more reference

cases they decide.

they make to the other three sets of standards
(standards external to the law, such as an

Accession of Poland to the European Union

interpretation of the underlying assumptions of the

On 1 May 2004 Poland became a member state of the

law; constitutional standards; and standards from

European Union which meant that Community legal

European Union Law), the more they are using or

standards became applicable in Poland. For Polish

moving towards the contemporary model. By

administrative courts, this means in practice that they

referring to these standards in analysing the cases,

must learn Community law even better and deal with

we are able to determine to what extent judges are

two most important aspects of Community law:

using the traditional model and to what extent they
are moving towards a more principles-based model.

■ supremacy principle, and
■ direct applicability principle.

We also show, in respect of each judgment, a
range of supplementary data: the judgment
reference number, type of court that issued the

Application of the supremacy principle means first

judgment (court of the first or second instance),

that judges must give priority to Community law over

judgment type (ruling or resolution), nature of the

domestic law. Second, the Polish courts, including

case (substantive or procedural) and whether the

administrative courts, must apply European law which

decision is beneficial for a private entity or for the

is directly applicable. Where there is doubt about its

administration. By compiling additional data we are

meaning, they should invoke the preliminary

able to determine whether the scope of references

reference procedure whereby a national court refers a

made by judges changes in relation to the type of

point of European law to the European Court of

decision; for instance, the references made in

Justice for a definitive ruling. The matter then reverts

judgments issued for the benefit of the

to the Polish court for a decision on the merits. Third,

administration and those in which the winning party

the supremacy principle may mean in practice that a

was a private entity.

Polish court has to decline to apply provisions of
domestic law which are contrary to Community Iaw.
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4 . POLAND POLICY LAW

References to constitutional standards constitute

Results of the examination

7% of all references. Within the
group of constitutional standards, 40% of

General results on the quantity and type of
references made by the judiciary

general references related to the constitution (e.g.

The table below illustrates the proportion between

unspecified constitutional rights and freedom) or

references made by judges to

specific principles, such as Article 217 of the

specific groups of standards in all the judgments

Constitution dedicated to the admissible forms of
imposing new tax rules. 15% of references within the

examined, in the years 1999-2004.

group of constitutional standards related to the
Table 1. References to specific groups of standards in all judgments

equality principle, and 11% to the principle of the

examined

direct application of the constitutional provisions
contained in article 8 of the Constitution.

All Judgments
Community Constitutional Internal
law standards standards
standards
of law

Standards
external
to law

All

The proportionality principle of Article 31.3 of
the Constitution received only 1%, a result that may
seem surprising considering its importance, especially

20

162

1924

197

2303

1%

7%

84%

9%

100%

in relation to business activities.
Only 1% of all references were references to the
group of EC law standards. The

Source: Own study.

most common references in this group are
The results show the predominance of references to
internal law standards: 84% of all
references in the judgments examined belonged

references to the principle of internal law
interpretation in compliance with community law
(50% of references within this group) and references

to this group. Within the group of internal law

to specific community regulations (45%). 5% of

standards, judges refer mainly to linguistic

references are references to the non-discrimination

interpretation of legal texts, (constituting one third

principle. We found no references to the

of all references to internal standards). Frequent

proportionality principle in the meaning of

references are also made to other internal standards,

community law.

for example, to compliance with earlier administrative
court rulings (14%), the result of system
interpretation (12%) and to legal literature (9%).
References to external standards are 9% of the
total. Within this group, judges refer most frequently
to: the aim of the law or regulation (30%), the

Changes in frequency of references to specific
standards over time
The table below shows the frequency of references
to the different groups of
standards during the period of our research. The

legislative intention (21 %), and the social function

table shows that over the five years covered by the

of the law (8%). A large number of references were

research there were no significant changes in the

made to other external standards (35%); these

frequency of references to specific groups of

include, e.g. the social and economic environment in

standards. Despite a minimal fluctuation, internal law

which both the state administration and private

standards occupy a constantly high position among

entities perform their rights and obligations.

standards referred to. References to other groups of

We were surprised to see only occasional
references to the ‘in dubio pro libertate’
doctrine, meaning, in the event of doubt, judge

standards remain at a constantly low level. So,
although the legal environment has changed
drastically, due to the impact of the constitution and

on the side of the freedom or permissibility of

membership of the ED, the pattern of references

activity. References to this value make up only 2% of

remains constant.

all references within external standards, and 1.8 per
million of all references.
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Patterns of argumentation used by judiciary

(72%) or in the group of all judgments examined

Table 3 shows that 63% of judgments issued used

(63%). The results show that the tendency to use

argumentation based solely on internal law

internal standards when deciding cases is

standards. Next, and a long way behind with just

independent of the nature of the cases heard.

18%, comes a combination of internal and external
standards in one judgment. Further down the list

Conclusion of the empirical project

come other combinations, such as "internal +
constitutional standards" and "internal + external +

The results, in particular, prevalence of the model

constitutional standards".

based on internal standards only, show that:

We considered whether the high proportion of
references to internal law standards could result from

i.

the nature of the cases heard. Since many cases involve

referring to general principles of law, including

essentially formal, administrative procedures, the
preponderance of formal standards is understandable.

judges relatively rarely justify their decisions by
constitutional and community law, and

ii.

In order to test the above possible explanation,

judges only occasionally justify their decisions by
ref to standards outside the law, such as the

we introduced a control variable – we made an

social aim of a law, other of its functions or the

additional assessment of how often all the

specifics of the social-economic environment in

combinations of arguments were used in cases

which the parties to the proceedings operate.

involving procedural provisions (i.e. provisions

The trend in reference to specific groups of

regulating the way administrative authorities should

standards in the period under review (1999-

proceed, for instance with respect to collecting

2004), confirms that the inclination towards

evidence, informing parties about hearings) and the

internal standards remains unchanged. The

group of cases involving substantive provisions (i.e.

prevalence of references to internal standards,

provisions regulating the substantive rights and

which we treat as a sign of low responsiveness

obligations of individuals). The results show that

and low readiness to rule on the basis of

even in cases involving legal provisions of a

principles, is relatively constant in the entire

substantive nature, the preponderance of

research period. And yet it is a period of major

argumentation based only on formal, internal

change in the legal culture of Poland. At the

standards is sizeable (59%), though not as high as in

same time, our analysis shows that ref to

the group of cases involving procedural provisions

external, constitutional and community standards

Table 3. Most common combinations of groups of standards applied by the judiciary – all judgments
Internal
standards
All

63%

Internal and
Internal and
Internal, external and
external standards constitutional standards constitutional standards
18%

9%

6%

Other
combinations
3%

Source: Own study.

Table 4. Most common combinations of groups of standards applied by judiciary – judgments issued in
reference to procedural provisions and those issued in reference to substantive provisions
Internal
standards

Internal and
Internal and
Internal, external and
external standards constitutional standards constitutional standards

Other
combinations

All

63%

18%

9%

6%

3%

Procedural

72%

15%

8%

3%

3%

Substantive 59%

22%

10%

7%

3%

Source: Own study.
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remains low. Our conclusion is that judiciary

enterprise, could be that otherwise necessary

practice is of a formal kind, characteristic of a

element of judicial ethics – the impartiality

traditional judicial model, with very little if any

requirement. Administrative court judges rule on

evolution towards a principles-based model.

cases in which one of the parties is often an
entrepreneur. In this situation, using standards that

Obstacles to transition between two
models of adjudication

directly protect
enterprise in the argumentation often leads to
the entrepreneur winning the case. There is no

The outcome of the research shows that the

doubt that, when applying formal (internal)

transition from the traditional model of adjudication

standards or even procedural standards, there is no

is not apparent in the area of administrative court

such connection between the argumentation used

judgments involving business entities. In this section

and an acceptance of the arguments of one of the

we identify possible obstacles that may have hindered

parties. An indirect indication in support of such

the transition process. Generally, we argue that

interpretation may be the fact that, according to the

cultural and social factors are responsible for judges'

research results, judges relatively often cite the

reluctance to apply the principles based adjudication

constitutional principle of equality. This would mean

model. Specifically, we indicate below five main

that a reference to the constitution is not a problem

barriers to the transition from the traditional to the

if it concerns standards of a formal nature, such as

contemporary model of judicial review.

equality before the law. It should, of course, be
stressed that citing substantive principles protecting

(i) Specifics of law and judicial education in
Poland, based on knowledge a/internal(formal)
law standards

one of the parties to the administrative court

The specifics of lawyers' education in Poland, aimed

constitutional legislator, which in "state-individual"

mainly at equipping judges with the

vertical relations has privileged the individual.

skill of using internal standards of law based

proceedings does not breach the principle of judicial
impartiality, as it complies with the intention of the

Therefore, the judge, also in compliance with the

argumentation, are apparent in the views of judges

constitution, is undoubtedly obliged to defer to the

themselves concerning the correct ways to interpret

constitutional legislator's axiological choice.

law. Judges' (and public prosecutors') opinion polls

Abandoning formalism in the application of law

available in Poland indicate that most of them prefer

and using substantive principles protecting one of

using the literal linguistic interpretation and reject

the parties to administrative proceedings does not

the need to apply a functional interpretation.

violate any elements of the ethos of judges. The

Justifications for such an approach are rooted deeply

reason is that judges themselves point to the

in the need to protect standards such as stability and

benefits of taking extra-textual standards into

autonomy of law. This attitude can be understood in

account to a great extent in the judicatory process

the context of the judiciary’s historical experiences of

and seem not to be afraid that this will adversely

the communism period.

affect their independence or impartiality.

(iii) Misconceived judicial independence and
impartiality

(iv) Unique defence mechanism consisting in
an "escape in formalism "

It seems that an obstacle to judges applying

One of the weaknesses of the Polish system of

substantive constitutional standards, which protect

administration of justice, which are
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often emphasised, is lack of time to consider

Policy Recommendations

each case in detail, due to the number of cases
handled by courts. In the face of time limitations,

The obstacles referred to above should be removed.

one of the strategies to proceed may be the "escape

First of all, lawyers' and judges' education should be

into formalism”. It consists in handling cases so as to

changed by a principles based law application

engage the judge to a minimum extent that is

methodology being built. Only if a uniform

nonetheless within the framework of the legal order.

methodology of referring to extra-textual methods

The public can see this: research shows that some

and methods for defining constitutional and

groups examined indicate that features of courts

Community standards further are developed, will it

include inability to issue controversial judgments.

be possible to ensure that decisions issued by judges

Undoubtedly, issuing controversial judgments, which

are uniform in this respect. Academic circles certainly

should be taken to mean judgments incompatible

have a major part to play here. Judges must also be

with the existing judicatory practice (precedents) are

provided with support concerning actions necessary

atypical and thus require more time of the judge

to find information needed in order responsibly to

who must justify his/her judgment in a special way.

issue judgments based on principles, such as,

Given little time to examine cases, judges are

assistance in identifying purposes of legal acts or

probably prone to examine them in a typical way.

analyses of legislative materials aimed to identify the

For these reasons, the administrative court's

legislator's intentions. Finally, it is important to

choice of the judgment standards may be affected by

ensure that judges are given more time to examine

the relative difficulty and considerable time required

the case in the light of general principles and

to build argumentation based on general standards,

external principles of law.

for example, the proportionality principle.

(v) Concern about destabilising legal order by
uncontrolled judicial discretion
The most important obstacle to deformalising the
adjudicatory process by referring to general
standards is the concern about the stability and
predictability of the law being affected. It seems that
it has been typical for law since its dawn, and was
inter alia the reason for the casuistry of the ancient
regulation or the whole codification movement on
the Old Continent. What is more, this concern is fully
reasonable. In the environment in which Polish courts
operate, the transition from the formalistic to nonformalistic judicatory process could cause farreaching damage in terms of stability and
predictability of case law. This concern should not be
underestimated.

Conclusions: No transition between
two models and the effect on
enterprise development
Poland's competitiveness as a place in which to
conduct business
When considering the research results in the light of
the relation between the
Judiciary and enterprise development in Poland,
the low level of references to standards of
importance to freedom of enterprise stands out.
The low percentage of references to the
principle of proportionality (1-2% of references to
the constitution) causes some concern.
Proportionality has come to play a significant part in
other European jurisdictions in protecting those
subject to admin discretion from arbitrary and
unreasonable actions. It allows the judge to examine
the administration's actions to ensure that the means
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adopted are justified by the ends set down by law.

which to conduct business. The current constitutional

The very idea of proportion suggests that an

order provides the judiciary with tools that could add

evaluation has to be made by the judge to see

a layer of protection to business activity. The

whether the administration has achieved a defensible

research project raises the question whether these

balance between the two. It requires judicial

tools are being used in a way which is in step with

discretion which is guided by a sense of fairness and

the policy preferences of the government, which, as

reasonableness.

we saw earlier, firmly supports the enterprise

A low level of references to the principle of

development.

proportionality in administrative court
judgments could mean that the court allows for

The possible negative effects of judicial
formalism on enterprise development are

administration's actions that are ineffective in

supported by other studies and analyses. A

achieving a set purpose, impose burdens greater

study of the World Bank and works by La Porta

than necessary on private entities and also result in

demonstrates that judicial formalism has just such a

costs unjustified in the light of benefits attained.

negative effect on the investment environment of a

The failure of courts to refer to other principles

country.

could have similar results, namely, that tax and other

A greater willingness to refer to general

business related rulings could have a negative effect

principles would create a judicial system more

on enterprise development; they could mean that

attuned to contemporary conditions as they change.

administrative actions and judgments confirming their

Principles are inherently more adaptable and flexible

validity are unduly severe in their consequences for

than formal texts.

business.
formalism should be considered in the light of the

Discrepancies between judicial decisions and
the legislator's policy preference

result of our research showing that significant

Given that the judiciary is an agency of the state,

differences occur in the choice of standards between

the low readiness to rule based on principles and the

judgments benefiting the administration, and those

resultant relative formalism of court practice must

benefiting business entities. Table 5 shows that in

give rise to questions concerning the cohesion of the

judgments benefiting the administration, the

state policy, in particular regarding the Polish state's

percentage of references to internal standards is higher

policy for increasing Poland’s competitiveness as a

(70%) than in judgments beneficial for private entities

place to conduct business. Specifically the doubt

(59%). The reasons given in judgments beneficial to

must arise whether, under the existing constitutional

business entities also contain more references to

order, which gives judges certain tools to protect

external, constitutional and community standards

standards that are vital to business, the tools are

(positive difference of 3 to 6 percentage points).

used in line with the policy preferences of the

The above-described negative effects of judicial

The overall effect of low reference to external,
constitutional and Community standards could be

democratically established legislator that firmly
supports enterprise development.

adverse to Poland's competitiveness as a place in

Table 4. Most common combinations of groups of standards applied by the judiciary judgments benefiting the
administration and judgments benefiting private entities
Internal
Internal and
Internal and
Internal, external and
Other
standards external standards constitutional standards constitutional standards combinations
Administration

70%

16%

6%

4%

3%

Private entities 59%

19%

12%

7%

3%

Source: Own study.
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